**19.05 Tuesday**

Welcome evening:

Film screening about refugee situation and migrant struggles worldwide

Photo exhibition by Sergi Camara & others

Info night

**20.05 Wednesday**

“My World” - Conference for refugees and migrant support networks

@ SQUAT PRZYCHODNIA

ulica Skorupki 6A

11:00-13:00 Block 1: The world where I’m living - The reality of oppression

13:00-14:00 Questions

14:00-15:00 Lunch break

15:00-17:00 Block 2: The world where I want to live - The hopes for liberation

17:00-18:00 Questions

Language: English

(+ Polish interpreting)

Evening: Preparations for the demo, discussions, socializing

@ U BODZIA, ul. Wilcza 30

**21.05 Thursday**

Preparations & General Meeting before the demo

17:00 DEMONSTRATION: Marching through the Warsaw Centre, to the Frontex HQ!

Featuring: list of victims

STARTING POINT: Plac Politechniki

Evening: Migraparty

Shows, music, dance

**22.05 Friday**

Autonomous actions

Follow-up discussions

(Stay for the weekend for more events in town!)
This year commemorates the 10th anniversary of founding FRONTEX - the EU agency responsible for the Schengen Zone’s external borders. For us - antiracists, migrants and solidarity activists, FRONTEX is an obvious symbol of the ‘European Fortress’ policy - murders on the Mediterranean Sea, detention camps, deportations, investments in unmanned machinery for enforcing the border regime. The Frontex HQ is placed here in Warsaw, and on May 21 the Schengen Zone officials are expected to celebrate here.

The Anti-Frontex Days are planned as a networking event, an opportunity for collective actions, as well as a manifestation of resistance to exploitation and xenophobia. On Wednesday, we would like to exchange experiences and ideas with refugees and friends of refugees from different countries. We hope for this conference to produce a memorandum in the name of all its participants. On Thursday, we want to march through Warsaw in demonstration commemorating the victims of FRONTEX, supporting struggling refugees worldwide, and showing solidarity beyond borders!

NO TO SYSTEMIC RACISM & FASCISM!
ABOLISH BORDERS, WELCOME REFUGEES!
UNITED WE ARE STRONG!